
MSEA Graphic Binder is the premier  

development tool for analyzing, binding and  

validating Johnson Controls Metasys® 

graphics. Developed in 2005, this powerful 

software has been used for nearly 10 years by 

Streamside Solutions and a partner to provide 

the highest quality JCI graphics. It is now  

available for use by any JCI graphic developer.  

Eliminate Errors 

Building controls projects change constantly 

as they are implemented. Engineers make 

changes that directly affect graphics that are 

already in development . Often these changes 

translate to errors and unhappy customers. 

Using MSEA Graphic Binder in an iterative  

process to analyze, bind, validate, and repeat 

allows graphic developers to eliminate binding 

errors. Developers can quickly compare  

revised project databases to originals to see 

what has been changed, or run validation  

reports to find and fix broken bindings. 

Quickly determine the number of 

systems, number of points,  

number of common templates 

and other factors within SCT 

databases to streamline graphic 

development. 

Bind control points to any of the 

common JCI graphics packages: 

standard, advanced, or graphics 

plus (GGT). 

SEARCH & COMP ARE  

Search, sort and group objects; 

compare systems within a data-

base; and compare a new ver-

sion of a database to an old one 

to quickly see changes. 

EXPORT TO EXCEL  

Export data for a system to Excel 

for further analysis or to share 

with project engineers. 

VALID ATE & REVISE  

Generate validation reports 

showing bound points, unbound 

points and broken bindings. 

Correct errors and re-run reports 

to ensure that the highest quality 

graphics are delivered to your 

customer.  

Save Time 

Developing JCI graphics for control  

systems is a tedious process. But MSEA 

Graphic Binder provides analysis tools for 

searching, sorting, grouping, and comparing 

graphic objects, systems, and databases that  

significantly speed up development. 

Pay As You Go 

Streamside Solutions offers flexible  

licensing for MSEA Graphic Binder. JCI 

branch offices and graphics development 

companies that have a continuous workload of 

graphics projects can purchase a monthly 

subscription for single or multiple licenses. 

Graphic developers with sporadic graphics 

work can purchase licenses with variable term 

limits that align with specific graphics projects 

(i.e. one month, three months, etc.).  

Software updates and access to a product 

knowledgebase that includes training and best 

practices are included with subscriptions. 

http://www.streamsidesolutions.com 



 

 

CUSTOMER SUPPORT  

 Online help 

 Online knowledgebase with 

best practices and Q & A  

 Online customer support and 

issue tracking 

Visit the MSEA Graphic Binder 

website to sign up for a free 

trial: 

www.streamsidesolutions.com/

Products/MSEABinder.aspx

Metasys is a registered trademark of Johnson Controls, Inc. 
  
Microsoft, Windows, SQL Server, and  SQL Express  are  
registered trademarks of Microsoft, Inc.   

Flexible user interface with  

docking zones and tabbed  

documents provides user  

customization. 

Powerful database and 

system comparisons  

pinpoint revisions that 

need to be completed. 

Detailed reports list  

unbound objects and  

provide data for further 

analysis. 

Integrated validation 
tool locates errors that 
need to be corrected. 

Follow Us! 

https://www.facebook.com/StreamsideSolutions
https://twitter.com/streamsidesol

